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sset management firms are facing massive competitive and regulatory pressure, which
are weighing upon margins. At the same time, the banks that have supplied them with
liquidity and research are struggling to generate returns. In Europe, trading and research
have been forced apart under MiFID II, and that effect is spreading to US firms. As a
consequence firms are either merging, or fighting to become highly efficient, or both.
For trading desks the choice is either to adopt new technologies such as AI in order to
enhance their efficiency or become a historical relic.
The DESK brings traders and portfolio managers the key information needed to drive that
innovation within their own firm.
The information gap left as dealers pull back from providing pricing and liquidity is being
filled by data. If buy-side firms can aggregate the right data for their traders and portfolio
managers, the impact on the investment process can be minimised and asset management firms can become far more efficient
at investment and trading.
Applying high touch/low touch triage models to orders, pre-trade liquidity sourcing, and price modelling based on dealer data,
will all make the trading desk of 2019 a sharper tool for its parent firm.
Non-dealer liquidity providers can fill the gap left by banks in liquid markets, but need to build out their relationships with
asset managers.
The DESK is the information source for buy-side traders and PMs fighting for competitive advantage through building superior
trading and investment desks.

Dan Barnes*
Managing Editor, The DESK
*Winner “Journalist of the Year – Investor Services & Technology” in 2011, 2012, 2015 & 2017 and “Highly Commended” in 2014
– State Street Institutional Press Awards.
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Contact: scott.galvin@fi-desk.com

Our Audience
PRINT CIRCULATION

The DESK magazine is published
quarterly and is estimated to reach over
12,000 key decision makers
across the globe*

DIGITAL CIRCULATION

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN
6%

5,500 quarterly print circulation*
The print magazine is also distributed
at a growing number of trade events
throughout the year where
The DESK is a media partner.

45%
24%

UK

USA/
Americas

Nordics
1%

23%

Western
Europe

3,303 unique visitors per month*
6,254 page views per month*

Eastern
Europe
1%

READERSHIP DEMOGRAPHIC

ME/Africa/
Asia/ASEA

READERSHIP DEMOGRAPHIC
By Company Type

By Job Title

62% – Buy-side Institutions
28% – Sell-side Banks & Brokers
10% – Others

The DESK is the
Official Media Partner at the
Fixed Income Leaders Summits

• Buy-side: Heads of Trading; Heads of Dealing; Portfolio Managers;
Traders; Heads of Quantitative Strategy; C-Suite Executives;
Heads of Compliance; Heads of Risk Management
• Sell-side: Traders; Credit/Rates Specialists; Heads of FI Risk;
Heads of Quantitative Strategy; eTrading; OTC Clearing & FI Prime
Brokerage; OTC Derivatives Collateral & Repo
• Others: Consultancies; Infrastructure Providers, Solutions Vendors

*publisher’s statement
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Editorial
As fixed income markets evolve in the US and Europe, we track the key changes through
The DESK and fi-desk.com. We report on the way buy-side trading desks react. Movement
of traders between firms, sell-side activity, and new technology across the cash and derivatives
markets are covered in detail with supporting data.
The Trading Intentions Survey published in the Q1 issue looks at corporate bond trading
platforms each year, following their use by the buy-side trading desks and which traders expect
to join in the future. The risk of connecting to a platform that fails is too high; yet if innovation is
not supported, liquidity challenges cannot be overcome.

ON THE DESK PROFILES FROM 2018
In each issue of The DESK we conduct a number of exclusive interviews with the men and
women shaping the future of fixed income trading.

On the DESK | Jutta Schneider – Eric Böss – Rachel Muscatt | AGI

Allianz GI:
On strength of voice

In this rapidly changing environment The DESK does not publish an in-depth editorial calendar
in advance, but does provide a detailed quarterly synopsis ahead of each issue. If you would
like to receive this update on a quarterly basis please send your request to:
editorial@fi-desk.com
In addition to our own research data into trading intentions, each issue will feature these
core topics:
• Rates (Government & Municipal Bonds)
• Credit (Corporate Bonds)
• Derivatives
• Securities Financing
• Technology

The DESK SCHEDULE 2019
Issue

Copy deadline

Publication date

Event distribution

Q1 2019

15 February

6 March

• FILS EM – New York

Q2 2019

17 May

13 June

• FILS USA – Philadelphia
• FILS APAC – Singapore

Q3 2019
Q4 2019

7 September
16 November

2 October

Q1 2018
Jutta Schneider, Eric Böss
& Rachel Muscatt,
Allianz Global Investors

Effectively communicating across trading desks, teams, counterparties and
industry is allowing Allianz Global Investors to stand out amongst asset
On the DESK | Cathy Gibson | RLAM
managers. The DESK talks to Jutta Schneider, European head of fixed income
trading, Eric Böss global head of trading and Rachel Muscatt, head of dealing
at Allianz Global Investors.
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On the DESK | Cathy Gibson | RLAM

Cathy Gibson: On the
roadmap for the future

15

The buy side must be an active participant in shaping market structure if
investors are to achieve the best returns, says Cathy Gibson.

Q2 2018
Cathy Gibson,
Royal London Asset Management
On the DESK | Dwayne Middleton | Morgan Stanley Investment Management

We’re seeing an increased use of internalisation by buy-side firms, how does it compare to
the other range of execution options that you have?
Under MiFID II, if we internally cross the trades between one fund and another fund with a
change in beneficial owner, we would have to register as an organised trading facility (OTF), so
we cross trades externally. The benefit of crossing when you get further down the liquidity scale
is huge, because the bid-offer spreads can be up to 1 point or 1½ points in the bonds.
We have been looking at a number of different venues and chosen a preferred counterparty
for our crossing business. We do cross a significant amount, and that’s because some of the
type of assets we have can be in illiquid sterling, we do everything from investment grade (IG),
high yield (HY), asset-backed security (ABS) loans to the more illiquid investments.
What’s the proportion of trading you run electronically versus voice, for credit and rates?
We trade a relatively large amount through voice and that’s the nature of our business in terms
of the illiquidity of some of the asset types that we are handling. Equity is exclusively electronic,
fixed income is split. Our rates business would be 95 plus per cent electronic. The credit
spectrum is about 30 to 40 per cent electronic only, depending on whether you count process
trades as electronic or not.

n Cathy Gibson is head of dealing at Royal London

Asset Management, having joined the firm in February
2018. Prior to that she was head of fixed income
trading at Deutsche Asset Management (now DWS)
and senior fixed income trader at Pioneer Investments
(now Amundi Pioneer), having started her career at

On the DESK | Dwayne Middleton | Morgan Stanley Investment Management
Bank of Ireland Asset Management, after studying
economics at University college Dublin.
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Q3 2018
Dwayne Middleton, Morgan Stanley
Investment Management

Dwayne Middleton:
On playing offence
and defence

On the DESK | Vincenzo Vedda | DWS

On the DESK | Vincenzo Vedda | DWS

The modern trader needs an all-rounder mentality, considerable
flexibility and the power to be a decision maker.

n Dwayne Middleton is head of US fixed income trading

• FILS Europe – Barcelona
• FIA Expo

10 December

The DESK’s coverage and distribution is driven by current events and market news and therefore we reserve the right to change any element of
our coverage without prior warning.

www.fi-desk.com

On the DESK | Jutta Schneider – Eric Böss – Rachel Muscatt | AGI

at Morgan Stanley Investment Management (MSIM), since
joining in 2009. He handles trading for separately managed
accounts and funds across instruments and leads sellside interaction to represent MSIM clients’ interests.
Prior to joining MSIM he had worked at JP Morgan Asset
Management as head of US Investment Grade Credit
Strategy and as a senior portfolio manager. He has a BA in
economics from the University of Maryland.
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Q4 2018
Vincenzo Vedda, DWS

Vincenzo Vedda:
On confidence
and trust
17

Heading into a stormy 2019, traders need both confidence
and evidence to achieve their goals.

n Vincenzo Vedda is the global head of trading at DWS. Based in

Frankfurt, he joined DWS in 2013 with nine years of industry experience.
Prior to his current role, He was head of asset and liquidity strategies,
overseeing the securities finance and fund treasury activities. Before
joining, he held a number of positions within the equity division at Morgan
Stanley in London and Frankfurt, most recently in covering key institutions
for a broad range of sales trading services. Prior to this, he worked in
sales and as a credit trader within the fixed income division at DZ Bank
in Frankfurt. Vedda began his career in internal audit at Morgan Stanley
in London. He has a degree in International Business Administration from
International Business School, Bad Nauheim.
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Marketing Opportunities
Our aim is to provide a trusted channel for our clients to gain access to their target market. This
can be achieved in a number of ways:
Display Advertising
The DESK magazine is mailed to 5,500 named individuals and has an estimated reach of over
12,000 key decision makers and trading professionals across the industry. As media partner at
key trade events, this reach is further extended in select editions of the magazine.
Viewpoint – Thought Leadership
Print is still the ideal medium to display thought leadership. Even with the shift in people’s
reading habits, the time spent on mobile apps or the web is qualitatively different to the time
spent reading print publications. For that reason we are strong advocates of running thought
leadership pieces in our magazine, but mirrored online to cater for all our readers. Viewpoints
are opinion pieces, but differ substantively from Corporate Statements (see below) in that they
are developed together with the editorial team, adhere to strict editorial guidelines, and are only
ever available as part of a package.
Industry Viewpoint – Corporate Statement
When display advertising is not enough. New product or service news, or a detailed
announcement that needs a 500 or 1,000 word in-depth explanation – with the option of
carrying charts and diagrams – is best served by a Corporate Statement.
The FILS Report
The DESK is the official media partner at the 2019 Fixed
Income Leaders Summits and will enjoy extra distribution and
client visibility at these events. In addition, following on from its
success in 2018, The DESK will be publishing The FILS Report
for FILS Europe 2019 in Barcelona. In association with WBR,
the conference organiser, we will be reporting on proceedings
at the event and publishing three newsletters (pre-event, on-site
and post-event wrap-up editions), which will offer a variety of
highly targeted marketing opportunities.
The FILS Report is distributed both in print and digitally via
email to all registered delegates, with news content available
online as a microsite within fi-desk.com.

Directory
Each issue of The DESK carries a print directory, providing a 150-word listing and company
contact details for all our participating clients.
Digital Banner Advertising
We offer leaderboard and MPU advertising on fi-desk.com, in conjunction with our print
publication to further extend the reach of your marketing message.

MARKETING PACKAGES
At The DESK we understand that clients are looking for a marketing exposure that goes well
beyond straightforward advertising. We are therefore able to offer a limited number of marketing
packages to include the following items:
• An article of two or more pages. Depending on content, this can either be an expert
opinion (Viewpoint) or a product/service history and description (Off-the-shelf), written in
collaboration with our editorial team; or a corporate statement (Industry Viewpoint) including
logo and contact details;
• A PDF of your article on publication for your own marketing use (with accreditation);
• A full page advertisement in a prime position;
• A directory listing;
• 50 free copies of the publication.
Total package cost of £14,985 for two editions or £24,300 for participation in four editions.
FENICS USTreasuries launch | Howard Lutnick | BGC Partners

historically available to fixed income PMs are losing
their value, as they become more widely available,
and often tend to reflect existing information
with little capability for a unique perspective. The
length of time it takes from idea generation to
trade completion can mean a good idea never
gets off the ground, negatively impacting alpha
and overall portfolio returns. Using a peer-to-peer
trading platform that enables portfolio managers
to exchange liquidity ideas with each other and
Jonathan Gray, Liquidnet
understand, in a protected environment, where
supply and demand is, could go some way to
increase the likelihood that more of the best
Why? Because the buy side realised that they were
investment ideas see the light of day.
now one of the best sources for liquidity, and they
In early 2017, in collaboration with its
looked to systems that would help centralise that
community of traders, Liquidnet incorporated a
liquidity and allow for efficient access. The buy side
portfolio manager component to its fixed income
were prepared and able to plug that liquidity gap.
platform that is now being used by more than
So where is the next untapped source for
35 portfolio managers. Supported by the latest
liquidity opportunities? We believe it’s from the PM:
technology, portfolio managers are interacting
sourcing liquidity in the bonds that are not staged
directly with the platform that allows them to
on the OMS, but that a PM is considering, and
create and assign indications to their trading
would be interested to trade if a contra was on the
desk, sourcing liquidity that previously the traders
opposite side of their intention. Smart technology is
wouldn’t have had visibility into. This is Indication
enabling this. It can be as simple as a watchlist that
of Interest (IOI) sharing amongst the buy side that
is entered into an execution system, which then
limits the problem of information leakage and price
sends notifications of available liquidity – a buyer
viewpoint
| Mark Russell
| Tradeweb
diminution that
might arise with the traditional
or seller showing Industry
an intention to
trade in a targeted
method of trading by phone, as trading intentions
and protected way. Even more interesting is when
no longer need to be socialised. Essentially this
a smart trading system can offer substitute liquidity,
facilitates size discovery without price destruction.
by way of a different bond in the same credit, or
sector, which is then presented to a trader as a
Amplifying differentiation
possible alternative. These innovative processes
New workflow tools are bringing the portfolio
are available to fund managers today and result
manager more insight and can even enhance their
in a better liquidity picture being established in a
interactions with the trading desk. Although the
certain credit or sector that the portfolio manager
analysis, experience, and judgment of the individual
can incorporate alongside their investment ideas.
portfolio
manager will
always be important, there is
By Mark Russell, Head of Credit,
Europe,
Tradeweb
more potential for differentiation. They can also be
Removing the obstacles to trade
with adata.
combination
of traditional
A number of trading
desks have
advanced
beyond
These range
from ourand
long-established
Electronic
trading
has earned
its placeempowered
as an
alternative data sets,
AI driventrading
predictive
analytics,and real-time
order execution toindispensable
now playing part
a roleofinfixed
alpha
proprietary
composites
income markets,
market signals andstreaming
alerts – not
available
plainliquidity
sight. scores, helping
generation by implementing
investment
strategies
prices
to ourin daily
replacing voice
execution
as the new standard
These tools can
then arm
the portfolio
manager
in consultation with
their
portfolio
manager.
investors
evaluate
the ease
with which bonds can
across a multitude of fixed income asset classes.
of the future with be
a more
complete
of the
However, for the PM,
too are
often
their investment
bought
or sold picture
at the point
of trade.
Traders
increasingly
leveraging electronic
investment
thesis
and,
in partnership
the US cash credit
ideas are becoming
harder
to
execute
due
to
Meanwhile,
clientswith
trading
marketplaces to access a broader and more
enable theinstruments
use of technology
forview
additional
current inefficiencies
inherent
in the fixed
incomemarket trader,
can now
accurate and objective
diversified
network
of qualified
participants
alpha
generation.
market. Many of the
research
reports
and
tools
n
reference prices for more than 10,000 bonds
and, in turn, a deeper pool of liquidity.

“So where is the next untapped
source for liquidity opportunities?
We believe it’s from the PM: sourcing
liquidity in the bonds that are
not staged on the OMS… Smart
technology is enabling this.”

Liquidity opportunities for the
fixed income portfolio manager
Jonathan Gray, Head of Fixed Income EMEA, Liquidnet
The corporate bond market has changed
dramatically in the last five years with electronic
trading playing an increasingly important role
in liquidity and price formation. The technology
advances that have emerged so far, for the most
part have been focused on enhancing the trader’s
workflow. One could argue that it was about time,
and empowering the trader to become a valueadd part of the investment process is a worthwhile
goal. But what about the portfolio manager (PM)?
How can they become more involved in the liquidity
ecosystem?
As traders continue to embrace new
technologies that allow them to execute larger or
more difficult to trade names, and to achieve best
execution, in parallel the portfolio manager’s role is
evolving, driven by their need for alpha generation
from more sophisticated and differentiated tools.
Recent developments in analytics, machine
learning, and artificial intelligence have started to
infiltrate trading applications and will also create

opportunities for the portfolio manager which were
previously untapped, or simply unavailable.
The liquidity final frontier
Since the financial crisis in 2008, many bonds
have become harder to trade and the ability to
buy or sell bonds with minimum market impact
has weakened globally. The buy side are now
established as significant providers of liquidity and
they have the tools to successfully match, negotiate
and trade anonymously with their buy-side peers.
Now, when the markets are challenging, it need no
longer be the case that liquidity dries up. In May
of this year when the Italian BTP market became
volatile, liquidity in some credit markets became
harder to obtain. Asset managers reported bid/offer
widening and RFQ responses were scarce. Yet buyside institutions were able to find the liquidity they
needed in venues such as Liquidnet, who evidenced
the consistency of its model with record trading at
this time and over $20bn in average daily liquidity.

A new era of
intelligent execution

Furthermore, the accelerating pace of fintech
46

Viewpoint

The DESK | Q4 2018

The DESK | Q4 2018
innovation has revealed the potential for greater

end-to-end workflow enhancements that can help
traders cut costs and reduce risk. With this in
mind, at Tradeweb we are focused on delivering
solutions that enable a fully-electronic trading
experience, minimising operational inefficiencies
and time-consuming processes.
In today’s dynamic financial environment, it’s no
longer sufficient to have access to data ahead of
making investment decisions. The proliferation of
data necessitates behind-the-scenes analysis and
output customisation to simplify its consumption. In
addition to pre-trade intelligence, it’s also essential
to prove post-trade that all the required steps were
taken to ensure these decisions were well informed.
Through all stages of the trade lifecycle, we
supply our clients with the necessary tools to make
sense of the data available to them, and also to
provide much-needed answers to questions around
counterparty selection and price discovery. Over
the past few years we have been blending pretrade market intelligence, execution flexibility and
automation with post-trade enhancements to further
streamline our customers’ trading workflows.
Consequently, Tradeweb has developed an everexpanding suite of pre-trade tools, offering traders
deeper and more intelligent insights into execution
48

www.fi-desk.com

thanks to our Automated Intelligent Pricing
47
(Ai-Price) innovation. Ai-Price aggregates
pricing
data on an unprecedented scale, supplying market
participants with pre-trade price transparency
to aid in constructing portfolios, understanding
liquidity and informing trade strategy.
Pushing the frontiers of execution
The natural evolution to our credit proposition is to
transform pre-existing trading models by further
enriching and expanding our Automated Intelligent
Execution (AiEX) tool. AiEX allows traders to set up
parameters that dictate how orders are directed
and executed, thus fully automating requests-forquote (RFQs) for smaller trades, while guaranteeing
that the best price is achieved. This means users
are afforded more time and greater control over
higher-value trades, and are also better able to
prove best execution. As the adoption of e-trading
by fixed income market participants continues to
increase, their readiness to embrace automation is
noticeably on the rise.
In response to client feedback, our credit
platform has maintained a high level of flexibility to
enable customisation of trading parameters. This
allows us to accommodate multiple requirements
and motivations across our client range, based on
variables such as order size, instrument liquidity,
The DESK | Q4 2018

FENICS USTreasuries launch | Howard Lutnick | BGC Partners

Howard Lutnick:
Revolutionising
Treasury trading

Viewpoint | Empowering the PM | Jonathan Gray

Viewpoint | Empowering the PM | Jonathan Gray

Adapting its interdealer expertise for a buy-side
market, BGC is creating a unique trading
mechanism to modernise the cash Treasury space.

BGC, one of the globally dominant interdealer brokers, is launching
the new FENICS USTreasuries platform with a new market for
buy-side traders. Called Block Book, it will give asset managers a
more attractive venue for accessing liquidity in US Treasuries (UST),
working in parallel with the platform’s central limit order book.
Howard Lutnick, CEO of BGC, conceived the model in order to
give buy-side order flow the widest exposure to marketplace pricing,
without exposing dealers’ clients to greater risk. Tick sizes on the
market are 1/16th of a 32nd translating to US$19.5 per million,
which reduces the potential bid-ask spread, creating the possibility of
greater competition for price takers’ order flow.
Lutnick, who developed the model and the technology that
underpins eSpeed, now the second largest electronic US treasuries
market,
has put his
firm back
in the US government
rates business.
Industry
viewpoint
| Mark
Russell
| Tradeweb
“Right now access to Treasuries liquidity is either via the highly
efficient interdealer model, only designed for competing market“In today’s dynamic financial
making firms to trade with each other in a shark-tank; or institutions
using slow electronic request-for-quote (RFQ), which is inefficient
environment, it’s no longer
and leaky,” says Lutnick. “Would buy-side participants rather have
sufficient to have access to data
25 market-makers competing for their business in real time, or prices
ahead of making investment
from three dealers who already know what they are trading?”
The new platform, FENICS USTreasuries, takes the knowledge,
decisions. The proliferation of data
experience, and deep bench of technologists which built BGC’s
necessitates behind-the-scenes
original business and reimagines that structure in such a way that
analysis and output customisation it can serve the entire market: broker-dealers; investment banks;
regional brokers; electronic market-makers; institutional investors,
to simplify its consumption.”
corporate treasuries, hedge funds, etc.

n Howard W Lutnick is Chairman and Chief

Executive Officer of BGC Partners, a leading
global brokerage company serving the financial
and real estate markets. In addition, Lutnick is
also Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
Cantor Fitzgerald, one of the world’s leading
financial services firms. A graduate of Haverford
College he holds a degree in economics and
joined Cantor Fitzgerald in 1983. In 1991 he
was appointed President and CEO, and five
years later he was named Chairman. He rebuilt
the firm following the tragic losses suffered
on September 11, 2001, and since then has
fostered corporate philanthropy across BGC
Partners and Cantor Fitzgerald.

Mark Russell, Tradeweb
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time sensitivity and risk appetite. Using market
intelligence, a trader may decide that the prevailing
liquidity conditions for a particular credit trade will
merit use of the Blast All-to-All (Blast A2A) protocol,
thereby sourcing a spectrum of relationship and
non-relationship dealers. Conversely, the trader
may decide that the more judicious course of
action in leaner market conditions is to select a
smaller number of liquidity providers, based on
analysis of axes, prices and direction, a process
which Tradeweb expedites via its SNAP tool.
Moreover, Tradeweb understands the
importance of streamlining traders’ workflow via
straight-through-processing. Our integration with
clients’ order management systems enables us to
enhance our reporting capabilities, incorporate best
execution policies, and support decision-making
via transaction cost analysis (TCA) information. By
using TCA to monitor both the performance and
cost-effectiveness of their trading activities, bond
traders can identify areas where improvements
can be made, and take appropriate action when
necessary. The ability to access transaction metrics
that quantify execution performance, means traders
are better-equipped to provide a more transparent
and comprehensive reporting service to their end
clients. This delivers greater scope for proof of
differentiation, allowing traders to demonstrate
where and how they are best placed to add value.
The DESK | Q4 2018

The DESK | Q2 2018

One size does not fit all
However, our credit offering doesn’t just cater for
individual traders and their inevitably unique styles.
We are fully aware that entire markets have their
own characteristics and nuances, and therefore
not every single tool or process may apply to all. As
a result, while we make strides to offer consistent
choices across the various regions and products
we cover, we are also well positioned to meet
local requirements. Our newly-launched Global
Credit User Interface provides our clients with a
single comprehensive platform, where they can
leverage the same protocols and features available
across all Tradeweb marketplaces to satisfy their
credit trading needs, without compromising on
the market differences, no matter where they are
based or what instruments they trade.
The industry is primed for an evolutionary leap
that will further enhance the trading experience
throughout the entire trade lifecycle via more
detailed information, faster analysis, and strategic
execution. In this next wave, the combination of
data science with flexible market infrastructures
that best suit investors’ strategies will give rise
to a new era of intelligent execution. By helping
buyers and sellers to derive new insights into the
trading process, marketplace operators such as
Tradeweb can bring new efficiencies to a diverse
and expanding network of users. n
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Industry Viewpoint

Off-the-shelf
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Display Ads: Cost per Insertion

x1

x2

x4

x3

Full Page

£5,400

£4,995

£4,590

£4,050

Half Page

£3,150

£2,914

£2,678

£2,362

Double Page

£9,000

£8,325

£7,650

£6,750

Inside Front

£8,100
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Inside Front DPS

£10,350
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Inside Back

£5,850
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£4,388

Outside Back

£9,000

£8,325

£7,650

£6,750

Guaranteed positions

+15%

Approved agency rate

10%

Corporate statements

As per ad rates

Viewpoint/Off-the-shelf

Only available to multiple insertion bookings at a
surcharge of 50% to the applicable page rate

Digital Banner Advertising
MPU – Mid Page Unit (300x250px)
Leaderboard (728x90px)

Specifications
Full Page

Half Page
Double Page

Width

Height

Trim Size

170mm

225mm

Bleed Size

176mm

231mm

Type Area

145mm

195mm

Horizontal*

145mm

95mm

Vertical*
70mm
195mm
Supply as two single pages. If text runs
across gutter, allow at least 12mm text
gap for gutter on both pages.

*Bleed option possible on request

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

£630

£1,700

£3,215

£6,050

Directory listing

£750
£2,025
£3,805
£300 per entry or £1,000 for four entries

Subscription

£135 / $225 per annum

Printing requirements: We require digital files supplied as PDFs. No liability for colour variance
will be accepted unless reference proofs are also provided.
The PDF should be output to PPA Pass4Press standards (a set of best practice guidelines
that focus on the complete workflow). For more detailed instructions we recommend you visit
the PPA website where guides and plug-ins are available as free downloads for most operating
platforms: https://tinyurl.com/PPAGuidelines2018

£7,155

Rates are in £ sterling – prevailing US dollar and euro rates apply at the time of booking (based
on the spot rate +3%). Additional charges apply for non-standard materials. All rates are
exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at the appropriate rate, where applicable.
Cancellations: Space reservations cannot be cancelled except a the discretion of the publisher.
All accepted cancellations revert to rate card and are liable to a 30% fee.
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